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Background – Prior Exploration 
2011 

 

• Oppty for mobile interactivity in online PD 

• Surveyed education administrators & teachers 

• Three-week course on DDDM with experts 
– Twitter as the discussion vehicle 

– Blog as course archive 

• Explored mobile access to traditional online PD 
courses 
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EDC has been in the game for a while and has been building case-based insights on how to use social media effectively



Background – Prior Exploration 
2012 

 

• Focus on more experienced users 
• Explored participatory Learning through 

social community, especially on Twitter chats 
• Expanded and tailored mobile access to 

traditional online PD courses 
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Three Little Pigs 
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Design-Based Research in  
Public Social Media 

 
Effective Uses of Public Social Media by 

Educators 
 

Emma R. Heeschen 
Harvey F. Shaw 
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Central Findings 

• Educators and education leaders who 
organize their use of public social media 
(PSM) and integrate it with their existing 
practice are able to use it effectively 

• Educators are currently using Twitter 
effectively in communication and for 
professional development 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This study found that educators and education leaders who integrated public social media with their existing practice and organized their social media use were best able to use it effectively. The study also found examples of educators that are currently using Twitter effectively to address two main challenges: professional development and professional communication, particularly by education leaders.



Effective Users - Integration and 
Organization 

• Manage access: regular schedule, supporting 
tools 

• Align their communication with their audience 
• Use multiple PSM tools, organized by task and 

audience 
• Select PSM tool that best suits the strategic 

purpose 
• Maintain a consistent identity within social 

networks and across PSMs 

Presenter
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Educators reported that they found Twitter to be an efficient mechanism to finding links to articles and blog posts relevant to their professional interests and goals.  Most also reviewed the logs of Twitter chats (denoted by dedicated hashtags) that were dedicated to topics relevant to their professional interests and goals, as well as followed other users whose interests where coherent with their interests.  Effective users reported that they initially followed (and were followed by) other Twitter users within their existing social network, finding other users with common interests by leveraging the social networks of those that they followed.  They began following users that they met in professional settings (conferences, seminars, communities of practice, etc.), then leveraged these individual social networks to find other users.



Effective Communication with Twitter 

• PSM supports aspects of communication and 
leadership 

• Content: 
– One-way messages: school-level content, 

recognition 
– Two-way conversations 

• Growth path: Start with existing social 
networks, expand based on initial success and 
improving practice 
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Educators reported school-level administrators using Twitter to send one-way, school-related communications to students, faculty, and the community about school-related events (e.g. “Bus 2 isn’t running”) and recognition of accomplishment (“Great win by the Lady Tigers last night!”).  For these communications, some administrators sent these messages under a self-identified Twitter handle, while others used school-identified Twitter handles.  Educators also reported using Twitter for two-way communications among teachers, administrators, and the community on a range of topics, but there was a divide over two-way conversations between students and adults.  One high-school principal reported creating a special Twitter hashtag to facilitate direct two-way discussion with him, while another high-school principal reported that teachers in his school avoided tweeting with students from a sense of propriety about the student-teacher relationship.  Effective communicators with Twitter all reported starting within their existing professional and social networks with peers, administrators, teachers, students, and communities to establish initial success and initial practice in public social media, before extending their network.



Effective Professional Development 
with Twitter 

• PSM supports aspects of professional development: 
active participation and learning, coherence of 
information, duration of practice, collaboration 

• Content: Links to online content (articles, blog posts, 
etc. 

• Sources: Twitter chats, following individuals with 
aligned interests 

• Growth path: 
– Start with existing social networks to find users 
– Find other users to follow in adjacent social networks 

(those of other users, conference speakers, article authors, 
etc.) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For all educators, public social media affords experiences that support Desimone’s (2009) model of effective professional development.  By following microblogs (Twitter) and blogs, educators can access content that is focused on the area of professional development that are of interest to them.  Bidirectional forms of public social media (e.g. Twitter) support active participation and learning.  Administrators can shape and direct the attention of other educators and the community toward information sources that are congruent with their short-and long-term goals, which fosters coherence.  Because public social media is always available, educators have the additional time to explore content and sustain participation, providing the appropriate duration of practice to effectively support sustained change.  Finally, the public nature of social media, overlaid on an educator’s social network of fellow educators, encourages and sustains collaboration among participants.Educators reported that they found Twitter to be an efficient mechanism to finding links to articles and blog posts relevant to their professional interests and goals.  Most also reviewed the logs of Twitter chats (denoted by dedicated hashtags) that were dedicated to topics relevant to their professional interests and goals, as well as followed other users whose interests where coherent with their interests.  Effective users reported that they initially followed (and were followed by) other Twitter users within their existing social network, finding other users with common interests by leveraging the social networks of those that they followed.  They began following users that they met in professional settings (conferences, seminars, communities of practice, etc.), then leveraged these individual social networks to find other users.



Supporting New/Emerging PSM Users 

• Seek guidance from authoritative sources 
(mentors, following effective PSM users) 

• Attend/deliver workshops at conferences, in-
service events 

• Consider adequate technology infrastructure 
in schools and classrooms 

• Cultivate perseverance, seek a growing sense 
of value 

Presenter
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Several respondents noted the importance of guidance from authoritative sources, whether from a social media mentor or by building on the social networks of other, influential users (“Find people at conferences that you like, find out who they follow, and follow them”).  School administrators took other actions to support new users, including providing workshops on getting started with public social media and encouraging them to follow the administrator (thus tapping into the administrator’s social network).  Administrators have also supported the development of public social media use by students by establishing two-way communication with students (often with school-specific hashtags) and ensuring that technical resources needed to support schoolroom use of public social media.  Many users noted that learning to use public social media is similar to learning any new aspect of practice: perseverance must be coupled with a growing sense of value, whether this means new users finding useful articles and information with increased frequency, or emerging users receiving an initial comment on a blog or their first retweet; without both, the new practice fades, and users revert to prior practice.



Socrative 

• Do you or your school and/or district leaders 
use social media? Where has it been 
effective? 
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Private Social Media  
Platforms in Schools 

 
A Brief Overview 

Dan Melia 
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Why choose private social media? 

• To strengthen students’ digital citizenship 
– “We want to be responsible for who our students 

grow up to become online.” 
• To enhance students’ 21st Century skills 

– In other words, to equip students for a 
technology-rich world 

• To improve classroom efficiency 
– Far less time collecting homework, handing out 

quizzes, etc.  



What are some possible platforms? 

 

ePals Edmodo 

Gaggle Schoology 



How are they being used in schools? 

• Posting homework assignments 
• Polling students 
• Creating opportunities for students to express 

themselves in writing 
• Individualizing student support  

– Homework help, deadline reminders, contact with 
parents, sending work to absent students 

• Quick, timely feedback 
 



What are the benefits and challenges? 

Benefits 
• Increased engagement 
• Student familiarity with 

social media 
• Development of more 

authentic student 
voices 

• Low cost, easy use 
• Students “create, 

converse, contribute” 

Challenges 
• Teacher apprehension 
• Shortage of 

computers/devices in 
schools 

• Inconsistency of 
internet access at home 

• Skeptical parents 
 



Socrative: Secure Social Media 

• Are you using a secure media platform, and if 
yes, how is it going? What do you like and 
dislike? 

• If not, have you considered integrating this 
into your classrooms? 
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Mobile PD 

Making Traditional Courses Accessible 
via Mobile Devices 

 
 

Jason Dillon and Mohit Patel 
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Process 

• Investigated online professional development 
activities and blended learning experiences 
incorporating mobile devices: 

• Participant and facilitator survey responses 
submitted at the completion of online courses 

• Reviewed existing platforms and research 
• Conducted Interviews 
• Attended conferences and forums 
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Lens 

 
A literature review conducted to identify features of 

effective face-to-face professional development 
highlighted five key factors. These were used as a lens 

to examine technology-mediated and blended 
development activities. 
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Goal of Student Achievement 

• Online courses articulate learning goals, develop 
assessments, and award certificates based on 
participants’ learning.  

• Online communities for resources exchange and 
professional discussion don’t require participants to 
be working in pursuit of student learning goals.  

• Twitter chats are seldom goal-directed and are seen 
by teachers as primarily an opportunity to network 
and share teaching resources. 
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Building Teacher Capacity 

• Most online courses pursue more narrow objectives 
for teacher learning.  The medium and the short 
timeframe may be limiting factors.   

• Teacher centered collaborative sites such as Teachers 
Pay Teachers or Share My Lesson are allowing 
teachers to share pedagogy and perhaps benefit 
from others’ content knowledge.  
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Teachers as Trusted Professionals 

• Some schools facilitate archiving and sharing of 
teacher generated content aligned with effective 
practices. 

• Some online communities allow users to rate 
resources or contributors. 

• One school in particular has focused on exposure 
and support for teachers, patiently letting teachers 
make decisions about when and how to implement. 
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Teaming and Collaboration 

• Blogger networks that coalesce around #edchat and 
other information exchanges stretch the definition of 
“teaming and collaboration”. Future research might 
look to identify products of collaboration initiated in 
such a space.  
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Data Collection and Evaluation 

• Data used to evaluate professional development 
focused primarily on participant satisfaction with the 
learning experience and/or the facilitator. 

• We do not see evaluation of teacher goals implied by 
resource exchanges or social networks. 

• One mobile course aims to track rates of teacher 
attrition that may be impacted by participation in 
blended learning community. 
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Recommendations 

• Avoid thinking of mobile devices as replacement for 
computers. 

• Use mobile devices to supplement existing models of PD. 
• Take advantage of capacity for rich data capture. 
• Engage teachers with a community of peers and mentors 

around timely issues of personal significance. 
• Provide forums and tools for teachers to share resources and 

practices asynchronously. 
• Ensure low stakes opportunities for supported practice with 

mobile devices. 

 



Socrative – mobile devices 

Are you using mobile devices to make your 
courses accessible? If yes, is it accomplishing 

the goals? 
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CoSN 
Leadership for Mobile Learning 

 
 
 
 
 

Research and Evaluation Resources 
Hannah Lesk 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To support K-12 districts in planning and evaluating mobile learning pilot efforts, CoSN has compiled a variety of research and evaluation resources as part of its Administrators Guide.This presentation provides a brief orientation to those resources and seeks to frame answers to several key questions:What makes a mobile learning experience powerful for students?What outcomes might your mobile learning program help your district achieve? What underlying teaching and learning changes might help it get there?How does mobile learning lead to desired results? 



Defining Your Vision for 
Mobile Learning 

• Who does your program target? 
• What outcomes do you hope to achieve? 
• Where will students be able access devices 

and content? 
• When will students participate in mobile 

learning activities? 
• Why will mobile devices make a difference 

in teaching and learning in your district? 
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You have decided to start your mobile implementation with a pilot. Before you go forward, however, how will you know if your pilot has succeeded, and why it succeeded? It will be easier to evaluate your pilot if you begin with the end in mind, defining your goals and building in evaluation steps and measurements throughout the implementation process.To begin, you might ask yourself:Who does your program target?What outcomes do you hope to achieve?Where will students be able access them?When will students participate in mobile learning activities?Why will mobile devices make a difference in teaching and learning in your district?In thinking about your district’s answers to these questions, it may be helpful to review some of the research & evaluation resources in  the administrators guide.



What Outcomes Have Early 
Adopters Sought? 

Desired Outcome Measures  
Enhanced student mastery of learning 
standards 

• NWEA benchmark assessment results 
• Standardized test scores 
• End-of-course exam results 

Increased student engagement and 
motivation 

• Student surveys 
• Teacher surveys 
• Informal teacher reports 

Increased student responsibility for own 
learning 

• Homework completion rates 
• Mobile device return rates 
• Student reports of time spent on school 

work 
Heightened student interest in STEM 
fields 

• Student surveys 
• Number of additional STEM courses taken 

Increased teacher-student-family 
communications 

• Teacher surveys 
• Usage statistics from learning management 

systems and communication systems 
Improved educational attainment • Drop out rates 

• College going rates 
Decreased disciplinary problems • Suspension rates 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you think through these questions, it may also be helpful to consider the kinds of outcomes and measures documented by K-12 districts who have been early adopters in mobile learning. As we said, few studies documenting the quantitative results of K-12 mobile learning have been published to date, but here are some of the outcomes sought by early adopters of mobile learning and the strategies they outlined for measuring progress towards them.



What Changes in Teaching May 
Explain These Outcomes? 

• Shift from acting as director of all classroom activities 
to facilitator/coach of student-centered learning 
experiences 

• More targeted, timely feedback and individualized 
assistance for students 

• Increased small group teacher-student interactions 
• Increased teacher collaboration and cross-curricular 

teaching 
• Decreased time spent on activity preparation and 

grading 
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While quantitative outcomes can be important indicators of a mobile learning program’s success medium-to-long term success, they typically do not capture the rich changes in teaching and learning that mobile learning programs can promote—and that many educators and researchers believe underlie progress on these high-level goals.Thus, studying the outputs of student and teacher participation in mobile learning initiatives—changes in teaching and learning—provides critical information that can help your district identify barriers and enablers to success as you grow your mobile learning program.Some of the changes in teaching that K-12 districts have sought with mobile learning include:Shift from acting as director of all classroom activities to facilitator/coach of student-centered learning experiencesMore targeted, timely feedback and individualized assistance for studentsIncreased small group teacher-student interactionsIncreased teacher collaboration and cross-curricular teachingDecreased time spent on activity preparation and grading



What Changes in Learning May 
Explain These Outcomes? 

• Self-paced learning 
• Self-directed learning and 

desire to “dig deeper” into 
the learning process 

• Access to current and 
relevant learning resources 
and multimedia tools 

• Anytime/anywhere access to 
learning experiences  

• Opportunities for all students 
to participate and express 
themselves 

• Just-in-time communication 
with peers and teachers 

• Enhanced confidence with 
difficult subject matter 

• Perceived relevance of 
subject matter 

• Collaborative research and 
analysis opportunities 

• Development of 21st century 
skills 

• Participation in authentic 
learning experiences 
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Similarly, K-12 districts have sought and documented an array of shifts in student learning experiences and opportunities with their mobile learning programs. These include:Opportunities for self-paced learningOpportunities for self-directed learning and desire to “dig deeper” into the learning processAccess to current and relevant learning resources and multimedia toolsAnytime/anywhere access to learning experiences Opportunities for all students to participate and express themselvesOpportunities for just-in-time communication with peers and teachersEnhanced confidence with difficult subject matterPerceived relevance of subject matter to students’ own lives	Increased collaborative research and analysis opportunities21st century skill developmentIncreased participation in authentic learning experiences



A Simplified Sample Logic Model 
For A Mobile Learning Program 

All students 
have 24/7 
access to a 
mobile 
device and 
broadband. 
 
Teachers 
are trained 
to design 
student-
centered 
math 
learning 
activities. 
 

Students 
participate 
in daily 
interactive 
math 
lessons 
using their 
mobiles. 
 
Students 
submit 
answers 
and get 
immediate 
feedback 
from 
teachers. 
 

Students are 
more 
engaged in 
their math 
learning 
experience 
and spend 
more time 
completing 
their work.  

Improved 
performance 
on class 
assignments. 

Inputs Outputs 
   Activities                    Participation 

Outcomes 
   Short                            Medium                               Long 

Better course 
performance. 
 
Higher 
student self-
efficacy as 
math 
learners. 

Increased 
pursuit of 
STEM 
courses and 
careers. 
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In a more complete form, logic models break down the steps between inputs and long-term outcomes. Here is a sample logic model for a mobile learning program that endeavors to increase students’ affinity for future study and work in STEM fields. [Walk through each step from inputs to long-term outcomes laid out in the chart above]. We’ve included several in-depth, step-by-step tools for developing logic models in the Research & Evaluation Section of the Leadership for Mobile Learning Administrator’s Guide.



Conducting Your Own 
Research & Documentation 

• Methods for measuring progress 
– Quantitative analysis 
– Surveys 
– Interviews 
– Focus groups 
– Observations 
– Login statistics 

• Capturing unexpected outcomes  
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Depending on your district’s goals for its mobile learning pilot, the internal research and evaluation resources you have at your disposal, and the aspects of your mobile learning program you want to examine more closely before planning for the initiative’s future, there are a variety of methods you can use to research and evaluate your pilot. These include quantitative analysis of high-level metrics like test scores and attendance, as well as a variety of qualitative methods that can shed light on the changes in teaching and learning your mobile pilot has enabled. A brief overview of these methods is included in the Research & Evaluation Section of the administrator’s guide.A second key component to pilot evaluations is identifying unexpected results that can inform the future of your district’s mobile learning program. Given the multitude of resources teachers and students can access with mobile devices and the myriad ways devices can be incorporated into teaching and learning, unanticipated benefits or challenges may emerge. It is important that your evaluation plan to be flexible enough to capture unexpected outcomes so that barriers are brought down and successes are scaled in future efforts.The Administrator’s Guide includes a suite of toolkits and resources to help guide your evaluation design and answer questions about research that you may have.



Responsible Use Policy 
Development 

A/RUP Creation Station 
Research-based Interactive Platform 

to build your own Responsible Use Policy 
Latest URL Here 

 
Irina Uk 

Noor Alkhatar 
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Creation Station 

• Screenshots with link to the station 
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Creation Station 

• Screenshots with link to the station 
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Choosing Apps for  
Teaching and Learning  

Math and Science, K-8 
 

Heather French 
https://sites.google.com/site/mathscienceapps 
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Screenshot 

• Heather’s website 
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Screenshot 

• Heather’s website 
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Tomoko’s Slides 

Need PowerPoint 
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Tomoko’s Slides 

Need PowerPoint 
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Tomoko’s Slides 

Need PowerPoint 
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Student Researchers 

Pearl’s Website Screenshot 
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Student Researchers 

Pearl’s Website Screenshot 
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Summary 
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Resources 

Socrative – socrative.com 
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Questions? 

Thanks for coming!  

URL for Presentation and Blog: 

• Chris Dede: chris_dede@harvard.edu 

• Heidi Larson: hlarson@edc.org 

 

mailto:chris_dede@harvard.edu
mailto:hlarson@edc.org
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